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When it comes to saving money on heating, old steam systems are delicious low-hanging fruit.
There is so much you can do to make them better, and most of what you do won’t cost a fortune.
- Dan HolohanThere are many steam heating systems in service today, and they'll be around for
some time to come. It's not that easy (or inexpensive) to rip out a steam heating system and start
anew, and that's why so many of them are still around. Dan Holohan's Greening Steam: How to
Bring 19th-Century Heating Systems into the 21st Century (and save lots of green!) walks you
through your old steam heating system and shows you how to get the most out of it without
putting a lot of money into it. It's an entertaining and informative book that will have you looking
at steam heating in a whole new light. You'll be amazed at how small changes can make a big
difference when it comes to efficiency and savings. Read this book and start greening your
steam heating system (and your wallet) today!
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SteamSo here’s a good question for us to consider; and I think this is a fine place for me to ask it
– right up front. Let’s get it out of the way now, and maybe I’ll ask it again when we’re all done
chatting. See how we feel about it then.Sound good? Okay, here’s the question:Why the heck, in
the 21st Century, would anyone want to heat a building with 19th-Century technology?Good
question, right? There’s so much modern heating equipment available these days, and all of the
manufacturers of these products say their stuff will save fuel and be good for the planet, but what
manufacturer doesn’t say that nowadays?Speaking of which, how about that term “green”?
Manufacturers are using that a lot these days. It sounds so nice and fresh, and so friendly. But
what the heck does green mean?That’s another good question to ask right up front (especially
since it’s part of the title of this book). What makes a heating system green? And green
compared to what? Can a 19th-Century heating system be green? And how green should it be?
There are so many steam systems in service, and I think they’ll be around for some years to
come. It’s not that easy (or inexpensive) to rip out a steam system and start anew, and that’s why
so many of them are still around. So how about if we look at ways to make them better?And the
good news is that most of these ways won’t cost much green.Here’s what I mean.Dead MenIn
1970, when I was 20 years old, I started my career in the heating industry by taking a clerk’s job
at the company where my father worked. He had said to me, “Kid, this is the best business to be
in because people are always going to need heat, especially in the winter.” That made sense to
me then, and it still does now. People are always going to need heat – especially in the
winter.We were a manufacturers’ representative and my job at first was to check shipments of
copper fittings, sent from the Northern Indiana Brass Company in Elkhart, Indiana to
wholesalers in the New York/Metropolitan area. We didn’t stock those fittings, and I spent my
days looking at numbers on paper. It wasn’t very exciting, but my father sat next to me in a tiny
office, and he was always a grand Irish storyteller. He had come up through the supply-house
side of the business, and during the 10 years we worked together at that company, he told me
stories about the people he had known in the business. He told me about how, after World War
II, when America was once again building, a heating contractor could walk into a supply house
and drop off the plans for a building on the heating-guy’s desk. “By the end of the day,” my father
told me, “the heating guy would have figured out and sized everything the contractor needed.



And he would explain in plain English how to put it all in. Those guys knew all the tricks.”I wanted
to know what they knew. I started to question the old heating guys as I met them, and I began to
go to the big public library on Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street in New York City to read old books
about heating. And that’s when I met the Dead Men.Those long-gone authors told me about a
time when people were cold (especially in the winter). They told me how they had tinkered and
invented and patented these wonderful steam-heating devices. The Dead Men were alive to me,
and I met more and more of them as the years went by. Each had a story to tell. The more I read,
the more I learned about what happened to those steam-heating devices as time passed. I
learned what worked and what didn’t work. I learned about what the public accepted and what
they rejected. I felt like I had a time machine because I knew where all of this technology was
going. I knew.I worked at that company for 19 years, and spent a lot of time in the field, working
with contractors. It was my job to figure out what that strange object in that dark basement was –
that big, cast-iron device with the 19th-Century patent date on its side. You see, we sold steam-
and hot-water heating equipment. We had ways to make the old stuff work better. My job was to
figure out how to do it on each job because each job was different. I learned that, most of the
time, all it took was a bit of tweaking. The goal was to undo what so many people who didn’t
know what they were doing had done over the years. The goal was to put it back to the way it
was supposed to be – to de-knucklehead it. Once I had figured that out, the simplicity of it all was
positively delightful. Often, it was as simple as a clogged air vent.I once asked my old boss
where all those one-pipe-steam air vents were going. No one had installed a new one-pipe
steam system since, what, 1930 or so? And there we were, all these years later, shipping
truckloads of air vents to heating wholesalers all over New York City. “Is there a landfill in
Brooklyn where they’re putting all these air vents?” I asked. And my boss smiled and said, “Dan,
as long as there are painters, we will sell one-pipe steam air vents.”And even though I’ve been
gone from that company for more than 20 years, they still sell air vents. Those painters are
relentless, and when they paint over the hole in the air vent, the air stops venting, and when the
air stops venting, the radiator stops heating. And often, the solution involves nothing more than
a paperclip. Read on:Doctor Bob’s RadiatorOur family dentist, Doctor Bob, bought a retirement
home out on the east end of Long Island a few years back and he’d tell me about it while he had
his hands in my mouth. “It’s got steam heat,” he’d say. “I was thinking of you when we bought
it.”“Ath nyth,” I’d answer, through his fingers.“There’s just one problem, though. The radiator in the
living room doesn’t heat well.”“Ahh uhh,” I responded.“Any idea what might be wrong with
it?”“Obale a ad aar ent.” I explained.“Probably a bad air vent, eh? I see,” he said. “Can I get those
at The Home Depot?”“Abee, abee ot.” I choked.“I see,” he said. “Well, do you want to come and
visit?”And since it’s my policy to never say no to Doctor Bob while he has metal instruments in
my mouth, I took a nice drive out to the end of Long Island.Doctor Bob’s house is a just block
from the center of this tiny town that Norman Rockwell could have painted. The house has a one-
pipe-steam system and an enormous cast-iron radiator in the living room. Doctor Bob was
looking at me and I was looking at that huge hunk of iron in total appreciation for the lost art that



is steam heating.“How do you repaint something like this?” he said.“Do you want to take the old
paint off first?”“Yes,” he said.“Hire someone to remove it and take it to a sandblaster,” I said.
“When they’re done, have it powder coated. It will be gorgeous.”“Sounds good,” he said.“Bring
money,” I added.“Will do,” he said. “And expect your dental prophylaxis bill to increase
significantly in the coming months.”He looked at the side of the radiator. “I don’t see an air vent,”
he said. “That’s what’s confusing me. You said it might be a bad air vent but this radiator isn’t like
the others. This one has no vent.”I looked a little closer and he was right, but that didn’t make
sense because you can’t have a one-pipe-steam radiator without an air vent. Well, that’s not
exactly true; you can have a one-pipe steam radiator without an air vent. It just won’t work.I
looked closer, and then I saw it. It was there under what must have been 20 coats of paint. I
could just barely make it out, but it was there for sure. In-Air-Rid. I smiled.There was a time in
heating history when there was this huge company called American Radiator. They built a black
skyscraper at 40 West 40th Street in midtown Manhattan (now a landmarked building). The
building’s roof is crenulated and painted with gold leaf, made to look like the glowing embers in a
coal-fired boiler. It’s lovely.American Radiator made just about everything that had to do with
heating, and they published these little red handbooks every year or so, which they called, The
Ideal Fitter. I have a stack of them on my office shelf, the oldest dates back to 1900. These are
wonderful books to have because they show so much detail about the products that the
American Radiator Company made back then. They describe the purpose and the inner
workings of all those oddball gizmos that we find in steam-heated buildings. There are cutaway
drawings of the products, and when you know what you’re looking at, well; it just gets
easier.Doctor Bob’s In-Air-Rid air vent didn’t look like an air vent. It looked like a hexed plug, and
it screwed into the last section of the radiator, right there at the top. From the outside, you’d never
know this thing was an air vent. But look in The Ideal Fitter and you’ll see how this wonderful
device worked. All the inner workings of a normal air vent are there, but they’re inside the radiator
rather than outside the radiator. Behind the vent’s float there’s a spring-loaded, metal seat that
pushes against the upper push nipple between the last- and the next-to-last radiator sections.In
a one-pipe-steam radiator, the steam enters from the bottom and displaces the air by rising
above it (steam is lighter than air). The steam heads across the top of the radiator, moving
through all the push nipple ports until it reaches the last section. If the air vent is at the high point
of the radiator it will shut before most of the air has had a chance to escape from the radiator.
That can lead to uneven heating, and it’s the reason why the Dead Men installed their one-pipe
radiator vents about halfway down those last radiator sections.American Radiator got around
this by fitting the In-Air-Rid with that spring-loaded seat. By sealing that internal opening, the
seat forces the steam to work its way down that penultimate radiator section into the bottom of
the last section. From there, it rises to the vent and all the air leaves the radiator. It is ingenious in
its simplicity.“Got a paperclip?” I asked. Doctor Bob looked around and found one.“What are you
going to do?” he asked.“Watch this,” I said, and then I straightened the paperclip and poked the
thin wire directly at the dot on the letter “i” in the word “Air” in In-Air-Rid. The paperclip went right



through the paint and into the radiator. “That’s the vent hole,” I said as we listened to the air
escaping. “Beware of painters.”“Amazing!” Doctor Bob said. “All you did was poke.”“Yes,” I said,
“but it’s not the poking; it’s knowing where to poke that matters.”Dentists understand that.A Lost
Art RevisitedMy father retired from that job at the manufacturers’ rep in 1985 and I left four years
later to write a book about steam heating. I had written a small book for the company, which we
called The Steam Book. It was a compilation of essays culled from a monthly newsletter that I
had been writing for them for several years. We called the newsletter, The Problem Solver, and
sent it to about 5,000 contractors and wholesalers each month. I used The Problem Solver to tell
the stories about my experiences in the field. I wrote in the corporate “We,” as in “We were on an
interesting steam job with a contractor the other day, and here’s what happened.” I wove some
heating history I had learned into the stories and our customers liked that a lot, so The Steam
Book seemed like a natural extension. After all, this was New York, and there’s plenty of steam
heat in New York. The book didn’t have my name on it, though, because my boss said people
would bother me if they knew I had written it (I was young). They sold thousands of copies in the
New York/Metro area, and that’s what gave me the itch to become a real writer.So I started a
business with my wife, The Lovely Marianne, and set out to write a book I would call, The Lost
Art of Steam Heating. I figured it would take me about six months to complete, but it took three
years because the more I wrote, the more I learned. And this was before the Internet; I was
getting all of my information from old books that I found in used-book stores around the country.
The Dead Men would tell me their stories, and often refer to other Dead Men I had not yet met.
So I would look for the books of those new Dead Men, and each filled in a piece of the puzzle
that steam heating can be. One day, it all came together for me, and I finished Lost Art in a
flurry and we published it ourselves because we didn’t think there would be a huge market for a
book about 19th-Century heating technology. I was wrong. Our first printing of 5,000 copies of
The Lost Art of Steam Heating sold out within six months, and it sold in every state (including
Hawaii). Apparently, steam heating is everywhere. Who knew?My biggest delight came on the
day we received a purchase order for the book from NASA, which prompted The Lovely
Marianne to say, “Hey, this isn’t rocket science.” Even NASA has buildings with steam heat.Lost
Art is now in its 20th printing and it continues to sell well because steam heat is so durable and
so simple. It sticks around because it’s difficult (and expensive) to rip it out and start anew.How
long will it all last? I suppose until the government outlaws it. They did that in Europe by limiting
the maximum temperature at which a heating system may operate. Most of Europe heats with
small, hot-water boilers that hang on the walls in kitchens, or with district hot-water heating
systems, which take care of small towns. Europe had the “advantage” of starting over again after
World War II. Our older buildings, those with the steam heat, were still standing after the war,
and I can’t imagine the politicians will get together anytime soon to outlaw those systems, but
time will tell.In the meantime, let’s talk about what we can do to get the most out of these old
systems. How we can make them use less fuel. How we can make them quieter. How we can get
them to provide us with greater comfort. How we can we make them green.And what the heck



does green mean?GreenIn 2009, Lake Superior State University issued their 34th Annual List of
Words to Be Banished from the Queen’s English for Mis-use, Over-use and General
Uselessness. At the top of the list was the word, Green, which made me smile since I’m using it
as the theme of this book. Here are some of the comments from the folks who nominated
“green” for the list:“This phrase makes me go green every time I hear it.” – Danielle Brunin,
Lawrence, Kansas.“I’m all for being environmentally responsible, but this ‘green’ needs to be
nipped in the bud.” – Valerie Gilson, Gales Ferry, Conn.“Companies are less ‘green’ than ever,
advertising the fact they are ‘green.’ Is anyone buying this nonsense?” – Mark Etchason, Denver,
Colo.“If something is good for the environment, just say so. As Kermit would say, ‘It isn’t easy
being green.’” – Kevin Sherlock, Hiawatha, Iowa.“If I see one more corporation declare itself
‘green,’ I’m going to start burning tires in my backyard.” – Ed Hardiman, Bristow, Va.“This
spawned ‘green solutions,’ ‘green technology,’ and the horrible use of the word as a verb, as in,
‘We really need to think about greening our office.’” – Mike McDermott, Philadelphia, Penn.Ouch.
And here we are “greening” steam. But in this book, the “green” that I’m going to be talking to you
about is the green that goes in your wallet. Sure, fixing what ails any old steam system is going
to be good for the environment because the boiler will burn less fuel and people will be less
likely to open the windows by way of controlling the temperature in the rooms. But saving green
(as in dollars) is what it’s all about these days as the price of fuel creeps higher and higher.So
that’s what we’ll talk about.Why Now?When it comes to saving dollars on heating, I see those
old steam systems as delicious low-hanging fruit. There is so much you can do to make them
better, and most of what you do won’t cost a fortune.During the summer of 2008, the price of
heating fuel and gasoline skyrocketed and that got everyone’s attention. We were pulling out the
bicycles and looking into hybrid vehicles. But then the prices came down and many of us went
back to our old ways.But do you seriously think the price of fuel is going to stay low?I don’t
either.Later on, I’m going to tell you about a job that my friends, Frank “Steamhead” Wilsey and
Gordon Schweizer did. They added some air vents and made a few other changes in a 32-unit
apartment building, built in 1919. When they were done, they had cut the building’s annual
$35,000 heating bill by 32 percent.Impressive, isn’t it? That’s low-hanging fruit. You don’t have to
rip out that old heating system and start anew. With steam, there is plenty you can do with a
relatively small budget, and the results can make your jaw drop. Just ask Steamhead and
Gordon.If you’re a heating contractor, this is a great time to be talking about greening steam
because your customers are looking at their fuel bills and gasping. If you’re a building owner, you
should be talking to that contractor.There’s also federal stimulus money out there right now, and
the low-hanging fruit is going to attract much of that money because a small investment can
show a very large return on investment.Just ask “Steamhead” and Gordon.A Story for YouYears
ago, in some dank basement, a contractor installed a large air vent near the end of a steam
main. He did this because he knew that steam and air are both gases, but steam is lighter than
air, so the two won’t mix. He also knew that the empty steam main was going to start out filled
with air (which is only natural, right?), and that once it left the boiler, the steam would shove the



air ahead of itself and down the main, just like a big, hot plunger. The contractor sized the air
vent to release the air from the pipe at a certain rate so that the steam could move faster than he
could run. The design velocity for steam in a heating system could be as high as 60 miles per
hour. The only thing standing in the steam’s way is air.The contractor piped that vent and started
the system, and it worked just as planned. But he wasn’t surprised; he did this work every day,
and he knew his business. He knew how to “think” like steam and like air. He knew that the air
wanted a way out of the pipe, and that the steam was more than willing to give it a shove. That’s
why the air vent near the end of the main was so important, and why the contractor had to size it
properly.Time went by and the contractor eventually became a Dead Man. For many years, the
steam plunged that air toward that vent, and the air left the system exactly as planned. The
steam gave up its latent heat to the radiators and condensed into water, shrinking to 1/1,700th
the size it had occupied as steam. That’s the expansion ratio between water and steam: 1,700:1.
Think of it; one glass of water becomes 1,700 glasses of steam. And vice versa.As the steam
shrank back into water, a vacuum tried to form inside the steam main, but Mother Nature abhors
a vacuum, and by this point, that big air vent had reopened, allowing the air back into the steam
main. Every steam heating system ever built does this. It breathes out and it breathes in, just as
we do.When the air returned, the inside of the pipes was dripping wet from the steam. The
oxygen in the air reacted with the wet metal, causing it to rust over time. Every steam heating
system ever built rusts from the inside because every steam system ever built is open to the
atmosphere.The steam kept coming and coming and it moved so quickly that it carried with it the
particles of rust and other solids that made its way into the system with the fresh feed water.
Much of that crap wound up inside that big main air vent. It got stuck between the pin that closes
the vent and the hole that releases the air from the vent. That’s when the vent started to leak
steam and water. It began slowly and no one noticed at first, but then it got worse and someone
called in a new contractor.This contractor hadn’t grown up installing steam systems because
people were now using hot-water systems in new buildings. The steam business had become
one of replacing boilers and fixing parts. The new contractor had never seen an air vent like this
one, so he removed it and took it down to his local supply house. He showed it to the
counterman, who also had never seen one like this one.“What’s the problem?” the counterman
asked.“It’s squirting steam and water all over the place,” the contractor said.“I know how to fix
that!” the counterman said, and he handled the contractor a ¾” pipe plug.“I’ve got these on the
truck,” the contractor said.“So go use it,” the counterman replied, and that’s what the contractor
did.Now think like steam.Back on the job, the steam was still trying to push the air from the vent,
just as it had been doing for so many years. But now the vent was gone and there was a plug in
its place. Plugs do a very poor job of venting (hence their name), so the air just collected down
there near the end of the main, like traffic on a closed road. But the steam was flying out of the
boiler. It didn’t know the road was now closed. It was just trying to go to work as usual. It kept
pushing and pushing, and pretty soon, the air had enough. It turned around and pushed back.
Gases will do that. Try to compress them and the pressure will build. Scientists and engineers



call this Boyles Law.The people in the building weren’t happy because a good part of the
building was now cold. This is because where there is air, steam will not go.So they called the
contractor.The contractor returned and felt the steam pipe. It was piping hot up to the point
where the steam could reach, but a foot or so down the line, it was cool to the touch. This was
because that part of the pipe contained nothing but air, and where there is air, steam will not go
(are you getting this?).“The pipe must be clogged,” the contractor muttered to himself, and it was
clogged, but with air, and few people think about air because they can’t see it.“Let me raise the
steam pressure and see if I can blow this clog free,” the contractor muttered. He went to the
boiler room and adjusted the device that controls the pressure (we call this a “pressuretrol”),
raising it from two-psi pressure to five-psi pressure. Then he waited 10 minutes or so.To his
delight, the steam had moved further down the line! This was because of Boyles Law, and also
because of the First Law of Steam Heating, which states, When you do something stupid, you
will always get a reward, which leads you to do things of even greater stupidity. By raising the
steam pressure, the contractor had allowed the steam to further compress the trapped air. The
air still had nowhere to go because that ¾” pipe plug was still doing what its name implies, but
from the contractors’ point of view, it looked like progress.“Let me raise it a bit more,” he
mumbled.Now he had the pressure up to eight-psi and the boiler ran almost all the time, burning
lots of fuel as it did. The air was jammed up against that pipe plug and the steam reached further
into the main, but never got to the end. He told the customer that this was the best they could
expect. “It’s steam,” he said. “It’s old.”The customer nodded and let it go at that. The following
month, when the customer received his fuel bill, he gagged. It had never been this high.You
know what? You can move with a pinhole what you can’t move with a ton of pressure. A simple
main vent, properly sized, would have solved this problem and lowered that fuel bill. Steam is
just like a delivery van. It moves down the road quickly, and it carries a full load of heat in its
cargo bay. But if the road is closed, the van will just sit in traffic along with the rest of the cars and
trucks and the heat will never get to the customers who are anxiously awaiting delivery. And
they’re paying for it.If you “think” like steam and like air, you’ll be able to see this, and you’ll be
able to hang onto more of that green because the key to saving fuel is to have the burner shut
off. A burner that is off is 100% efficient. But before you can shut it off, you have to deliver the
goods, and it’s always best to do it in a way that the Dead Men intended.For instance:Steam
Heat Should Be SilentWater hammer, that banging and knocking that is so prevalent in steam
heating, is not normal. Don’t let anyone tell you that it is. A steam system shouldn’t be the alarm
clock for the building it serves. If the knocking and hammering is waking the tenants in the
morning, or keeping them from getting to sleep at night, they’ll eventually move out, and that’s
going to cost the building owner money.Water hammer is also destructive. It can break pipes
from fittings and cause injury. It’s not normal. It has definite causes, and you can make it go
away.Hissing air vents aren’t normal. In a well-balanced steam system, you should never hear air
venting. When a vent makes noise, it’s trying to tell you that it’s handling too much air. High-
velocity air makes noise. Want to hear it. Blow up a balloon, pinch the end and let the air escape.



Noisy, right? That’s the sound of high-velocity air. It’s not normal for vents in a steam system to
make that sort of noise. And when they are making that noise, debris from the system is racing
into them, which shortens their life and costs money. Later on, I’m going to show you how to
make noisy air vents be quiet, and that’s going to save some green. Screaming tenants may be
normal, but they shouldn’t be screaming about the noisy steam system. Screaming causes them
to release large amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and that’s not good for the
planet.And if they’re screaming at you because you’re a contractor, you’re going to get stressed,
and that’s not good for you.Steam heating, and tenants in steam-heated buildings, should both
be silent. More on this as we move along.Steam Heat Should Be EvenThis is one of the biggest
challenges for most people who own or work on steam systems, but you’re going to see that it’s
not that complicated. It is possible to balance one- and two-pipe steam systems, and once you
get them set up properly, some people will stop opening the windows to let out the heat. Others
will stop yelling that it’s too cold in their rooms. Balance leads to happy tenants and lower fuel
bills.Here are the main points we’ll be looking at when we talk about making the steam heat even
in every room:First there’s the water quality. If the water is fouled or not at the proper pH, the
quality of the steam won’t be good. And poor-quality steam won’t travel very far. It quickly turns
back into water before it has a chance to reach the places where the chilly people are.Then
there are the steam traps. You’ll find those on most two-pipe steam systems. Traps set up the
points of high pressure and low pressure, and steam will always move from high to low. When
the traps fail (and they always will), steam gets into places where it doesn’t belong, and that can
really mess up distribution, making some rooms hot while others stay cold.We’ll also spend lots
of time chatting about the right way to select air vents so that the steam goes down the mains
and up the risers quickly and evenly.So that’s my introduction for you. Are you ready to dig into
the nitty gritty of greening steam? Are you ready to learn how to save money on fuel?Let’s do
it.Chapter 2: Greening the LoadMeet John Henry MillsOne of the great-granddaddies of steam
heating was John Mills, who worked with the H.B. Smith Company as a freelance inventor and
engineer from 1873 until 1897. Between 1888 and 1890, he wrote a two-volume book titled,
Heat, Science and Philosophy of its Production and Application to the Warming and Ventilating
of Buildings. This magnum opus became an important resource for boiler- and steam engineers
in the years that followed. He invented the Mills boiler, which Mestek, the successor company to
H.B. Smith, still makes to this day. He came up with the idea that, in a tall building that was to
have a one-pipe-steam system, it would be best to send the supply main straight up to the top of
the building, and then downfeed all the radiators so that the steam and the condensate traveled
in the same direction. He called this the Mills System and it worked beautifully. He also
developed a quick method for figuring out the steam-heating load in a building, which folks
called (not surprisingly) the Mills Rule.Contractors loved the Mills Rule because it was so easy to
use. They also began calling it the 2-20-200 Rule and I’ll explain why in a minute. Most of the
size-it-quickly rules of thumb that followed John Mills’ rule evolved from his method, which were
fine for their time but not so good nowadays because we build better buildings than they



did.Consider what sort of windows they used during John Mills’ era. Most likely, they were single-
pane, double-hung windows, with leaky sashes. There were no storm windows. And what about
insulation? Do you think they used fiberglass batts back in the day? Do you think they used
anything at all inside the walls? Not from what I’ve seen. The heat loss of a building was much
greater back then, and the Mills (2-20-200) Rule was appropriate for that sort of construction.
Not so good now.Here’s what I mean. Take any building and size a new steam boiler using the
Mills Rule. The first thing you’re going to do is measure the square footage of all the glass in the
building. Once you have that number, divide it by 2 (that’s the 2 in the 2-20-200 nickname for the
Mills Rule). Okay, now set that aside for a moment.Next, measure all the cold surfaces in the
building. A cold surface is any wall, floor, or ceiling that doesn’t have heat on its other side. In a
two-story house, the first floor walls are cold surfaces if they face outdoors. It’s warm on one side
of those walls and cold on the other. If a wall faces another heated room, you wouldn’t measure
that wall for heat loss.You’d probably measure the ceiling on the second floor of this building
because that ceiling faces the attic space (which is unheated), but you wouldn’t measure the
ceiling on the first floor of that building because that faces the heated second floor. The same
goes for the floor; you’d count it if it was over a cold crawlspace or an unheated basement, but
not if it was over a heated basement. Make sense? Good.Okay, once you’ve measured all of the
cold surfaces, divide that number by 20 (that’s the second number in the 2-20-200 nickname).
Put it on the back burner for a minute; we’ve got one more measurement to make, and this has
to do with the air that’s inside the building. The air is constantly changing because of infiltration.
Old buildings were drafty (many of them still are). Measure the cubic feet of air by multiplying the
length, times the height, times the width of each room. Now add those numbers and divide the
total by 200 (the third number in the 2-20-200 nickname of the Mills Rule).The grand total you
come up with will be the required square footage of Equivalent Direct Radiation (or E.D.R. for
short) for the building. One square foot of E.D.R. for steam will give out 240 Btuh when there is
70-degree air on the outside of the radiator, and 215-degree steam on the inside of the radiator.
That temperature of the steam is significant because 215-degree steam is steam at about 1-psi
pressure, so what the definition of E.D.R. is telling us is you don’t need pressure greater than 1-
psi inside the radiator, even on the coldest day of the year. I’ll have more to tell you about this
later on when we get to the Greening the Pressure chapter.Now here’s the problem with the Mills
Rule. We’ve upgraded the windows and even the insulation in many of those old buildings. The
radiators are now oversized, based on the current heat loss of the renovated building. That can
cause money to flow out through those new windows if people are going to be cracking them
open so they can be comfortable. If you use the Mills Rule to figure out the radiation for a
modern building, you’ll probably wind up with enough radiation to heat three buildings. That’s the
problem with using sizing shortcuts from more than 100 years ago. They don’t keep up with the
times.A footnote on Mr. Mills: Sometime in 1905 or 1906 (and this was in Westfield,
Massachusetts), Mr. Mills wandered into town, dressed shabbily and looking penniless. J.R.
Reed, who ran the H.B. Smith Company in those days saw him and said, “John Mills, I always



warned you of this. Didn’t I say that if you kept on at the rate you were going that you would
surely scratch a poor man’s pants?” He then gave Mr. Mills a check for $5,000 and said, “You are
not going to give this money away or use it for any more experimenting.”John H. Mills never
again appeared in Westfield. He died in 1908. Here’s to the Great Experimenter!How Much
Is Enough?The boiler’s ability to make steam has to match the system’s ability to condense
steam. They must have equal strength. It’s similar to an evaporator and a condenser in an air-
conditioning system. The boiler evaporates the water by turning it into steam, and the Btus travel
with the steam out into the system. The piping and radiation condense the steam by turning it
back into water, wringing out the Btus as it does this. It’s a simple process, but there must be a
balance between the two.If the “evaporator” (the boiler) is larger than the “condenser” (the piping
and radiation), the burner will short-cycle because the system can’t condense the steam that the
boiler is making quickly enough. Short-cycling wastes fuel because the burner never gets a
chance to settle into a steady-state condition, which is where the highest combustion efficiency
resides.On the other hand, if the “condenser” (the piping and radiation) can handle more steam
than the “evaporator” can make, the burner will run on and on, always trying to satisfy the
condenser’s need to turn steam back into water. The condenser is voracious. No matter how
much steam an undersized boiler makes, there never seems to be enough to reach the furthest
radiators. Oh, it will eventually get there because of the boiler’s built-in piping-Pick-up Factor
(more on this later), but at what cost? An undersized steam boiler will use more fuel than a
properly sized steam boiler. It’s smaller, but it uses more fuel. Crazy but true.So if you’re a
heating professional and you want to green steam, you’ll have to match any replacement boiler
that you install to the connected piping-and-radiation load. Don’t even glance at the label on the
existing boiler. Measure the load. That’s what matters. Let’s talk about the best way to do
this.Defining the LoadThe first radiator was a metal box that the famous James Watt (of steam-
engine fame) placed in his home. The English loved their greenhouses, and James Watt had
one. He warmed it with a steam kettle that sent steam through an open pipe directly into the
greenhouse. The greenhouse itself became the radiator. The steam would warm the air directly
and add lots of moisture, which the plants appreciated.One day, James Watt got this idea. If he
piped the steam into a metal box instead of just releasing it into the air, we could all have steam
heat in our homes. Splendid! He just invented the radiator.He let the air out of the metal box by
opening a small valve at the top of the box (where there is air, steam will not go). It wasn’t fancy
or complicated, but it worked and every square foot of surface on that flat box was one square
foot of radiation. Simple.Time passed, and the rich people who could afford it took to this
concept of central heating. Why be cold? But the rich folk wanted better-looking radiators, and
manufacturers were happy to oblige. The radiators started to have pretty nooks and crannies,
places where more air could touch more hot metal. This was when we began to see those lovely
Victorian-style radiators with all their glorious metal embroidery. The radiators were part of the
décor.The term “square foot” of radiation was becoming more difficult to define at this point, and
it was also becoming more difficult to measure. All those nooks and crannies! Sure, air had



plenty of surface area to touch, but how were they to measure that surface area?They solved the
problem in a very ingenious way. They plugged all the holes in the radiator whose surface area
they were going to measure, and then they submerged the radiator into a vat of paint. They first
weighed the paint to see how much they had. They next removed the radiator from the paint and
weighted the paint that was left in the vat. Whatever wasn’t in the vat was now on the outer
surfaces of the radiator. They took that much paint, by weight, and painted the floor. However
many square feet of surface they were able to cover became the official square-foot rating of the
radiator. This, they called Equivalent Direct Radiation, or E.D.R. for short. Pretty smart, don’t you
think?E.D.R. became the standard term for measuring radiation and we still use that term to this
day. For steam work, one square foot EDR will emit 240 Btuh, but only when there is 70° air on
the outside and 215° steam on the inside. As I mentioned earlier, 215° steam is the temperature
of steam at about 1-psi pressure. This is the key to understanding steam heating, and how to
green it, and we’ll look at it more closely in the next chapter.The E.D.R. of any radiator will vary
depending on the temperature of the stuff on the inside of that radiator, and if you were to
convert a steam system to hot water, expect to feel less heat coming off the surface. The hot
water isn’t as hot as the steam.The E.D.R. of any radiator will follow this chart:Average
temperature inside radiator (°F)Output in Btuh per square foot EDR215°240210°230205°220200
°210195°200190°190185°180180°170175°160170°150165°140160°130155°120150°110Notic
e how when the temperature of the stuff inside the radiator drops by five degrees (Fahrenheit in
this case), the output drops by 10 Btuh per square foot. It will keep doing that, all the way down
the line until you can’t feel any heat at all.With steam at 215-degrees, you’re getting 240 Btuh per
square foot E.D.R. If you convert that same radiator to run on hot water, with an average water
temperature of 170 degrees, the output will drop to 150 Btuh per square foot E.D.R. It’s like
turning down the heat on a stove.So if you convert from steam to hot water, will your radiators be
big enough? That’s a good question to ask before making a decision.Understanding Boiler
RatingsBoiler manufacturers use three ratings for steam- and hot-water boilers. The first rating,
which they call Input, is easy to understand. It’s the total Btuh value of the fuel that you’re
burning. It’s what you’re putting in. For instance:No. 2 fuel oil yields 140,000 Btu per gallonNo. 4
fuel oil yields 155,000 Btu per gallonNo. 6 fuel oil yields 153,000 Btu per gallonNatural gas
yields 1,000 Btu per cubic foot, or 100,000 Btu per ThermPropane yields 2,250 Btu per cubic
foot, or 92,000 Btu per gallonElectricity yields 3,415 Btu per Kilowatt hourAnthracite coal yields
13,000 Btu per poundBituminous coal yields 12,500 Btu per poundIn the early days of steam
heating, the ratings were more complicated because nearly everyone was burning coal, and
coal wasn’t as predictable back then as it appears to be on that list. Its heat value varied by the
type of coal, the size of the pieces, the quality, the place where they mined it, and the amount of
air the operator allowed into the boiler. It wasn’t an automatic fuel, and that made a difference in
the way the steam boiler operated. It often led to problems and misunderstandings.During the
1950s, when contractors converted many of the older coal-burning steam boilers to burn fuel oil
or natural gas, they included a very healthy safety factor – just in case (this was all new to them



back then), and that’s another reason why you’re better off measuring the radiators when it
comes time to replace that old steam boiler. To be green, the boiler’s ability to produce steam
must match the system’s ability to condense steam.Input is the heat that you’re putting into the
boiler. Not all of it is useful because no steam boiler operates at 100% efficiency. Some of that
heat is going to go up the flue and out through the boiler’s insulating jacket. What’s left after
those losses, and what’s available to heat the building brings us to our next rating.This is the
D.O.E. Heating Capacity, or what they used to call the Gross Output Rating. D.O.E., in case you
haven’t figured it out, stands for Department of Energy. The government has their hand in these
ratings because they also want you to be green. This rating tells us the amount of heat that we
have available for the pipes and the radiators. It’s what’s left after the flue- and jacket
losses.Think about what a big job this leftover steam has to do. It not only has to heat all the
radiators all the way across on the coldest days of the year; it also has to heat all the pipes
between the boiler and the furthest radiator. That’s tons of iron and steel, and it all starts out
cold. The steam has to bring all that metal from ambient temperature to 215-degrees, and that’s
going to take some doing. If you do a good job of sizing, there will be enough steam left once all
the pipes are hot enough to satisfy the radiators, which brings us to this next (and final) rating.
This is the one that matters most.The Net Output Rating is there for the radiators. That’s what’s
going to heat the people in the building. And as you’re thinking about this, consider what would
happen if pipes that are covered with asbestos and all tucked in suddenly find themselves
without that insulating jacket to keep the steam moving toward the radiators. What happens if the
pipes become radiators?We’ll look more closely at that in a little while. It’s real important, but
first, let’s talk about this thing we call the Piping Pick-up Factor. It’s also real important, and often
misunderstood.Pick-Up FactorThe Pick-up Factor represents the difference in load between the
D.O.E. Heating Capacity Rating and the Net Output Rating. These days, the Pick-up Factor for
steam is 1.33. That means that if you take the actual E.D.R rating of all the radiators you
measure during your survey of the system, and multiply that by 1.33, you should get the boiler’s
D.O.E. Heating Capacity rating. So we’re talking radiation, plus an additional third added on to
the load for the pipes. That’s what the Pick-up Factor is today. It wasn’t always that way.In 1940,
for instance, the factor that boiler manufacturers used to designate the difference between a
boiler’s Net Output rating and its Gross rating (remember that’s the old name for D.O.E. Heating
Capacity) was 1.56. If you were working back then, you were probably the original installer. You
would figure out the building’s heat loss and select your radiators to overcome that heat loss.
Next you’d take that installed radiation load in Btuh (or Square Feet EDR) and multiply it by a
factor of 1.56 to get the boiler’s Gross Output rating.That’s a pretty hefty increase, isn’t it? You
know why they did it that way? Because they weren’t sure what they were doing. All of this was
so new to them, and they were also dealing with gravity hot-water systems, which contained an
enormous amount of water. They’d have to heat all that water on start-up, and that called for a lot
of boiler. In those days, both steam- and hot-water boilers used the same Pick-up Factor of 1.56.
By 1945, though, hot-water heating systems had changed. The pipes had gotten smaller and the



systems didn’t contain nearly as much water as those old gravity systems had held. So those in
charge of such things decided that they were probably being too conservative. They reduced the
Pick-up Factor for both steam- and hot-water boilers from 1.56 to 1.33.Then, in 1967, they
further reduced the Pick-up Factor from 1.33 to 1.15, but only for the hot-water boilers. They let
the factor for steam boiler sizing remain at 1.33 because steam piping is larger than hot water
piping; it has to be. Steam is bigger than water. Once again, to save the most green, the boiler’s
ability to produce steam has to match the system’s ability to condense steam.But what if
someone has removed radiators from the building? It was too hot in there, so they stored some
of the radiators in the basement. They didn’t change the piping, though, and that’s going to
present us with a challenge. We now have more piping than we need for the radiators that are
left, and that piping can condense steam, so we have to figure it into the Pick-up Factor.Here’s
what I do when I see that radiators are missing (and I’ll know they’re missing because I’ll see
capped pipes). Instead of using the standard 1.33 Pick-up Factor that the boiler manufacturer
has built into the D.O.E. Heating Capacity rating, I’ll measure all the radiators, and multiply this
by a new Pick-up Factor of 1.5. Then I’ll select the boiler from the D.O.E. Heating Capacity
column in the boiler manufacturer’s catalog instead of from the Net column. This may give me a
boiler that’s a bit larger than it would be with the 1.33 Pick-up Factor, but it will be a boiler that
can handle the extra piping that’s still in place, even though the radiators are now stored in the
basement.It’s an old-timer’s trick and it will save you money by keeping that new boiler from
running too long. To be green, the boiler’s ability to produce steam has to match the system’s
ability to condense steam. Always.How Radiators HeatThe steam goes into the radiator and the
metal gets hot, right? The heat transfers to the air and there’s peace in the valley.Seems simple,
I know, but there’s more than that going on here, and how the steam enters a radiator affects the
way people feel when they’re near that radiator, so let’s take a look at the different ways the Dead
Men piped their steam radiators.One-Pipe SteamSteam is lighter than air. Just look at the way it
leaves the surface of a pot of boiling water. It rises straight up, and it does the same thing when it
enters a radiator.One-pipe-steam radiators have, well, one pipe (hence the name). The steam
has to enter at the bottom of the radiator because the condensate that forms after the steam
gives up its latent heat to the cold metal and turns back into water uses gravity to drain back to
the boiler. If you throttle the supply valve on a one-pipe radiator, the steam and condensate won’t
have enough room to get out of each other’s way, so you’ll get banging (which we call water
hammer) and water will probably squirt from the air vent.So one-pipe radiators are either on or
off. That’s it. They’re either hot or they’re cold. And that’s a disadvantage. More on this later.
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cas, “Great but redundant. I’m and industry professional and I recommend This book. This, like
all of Dan Holohans books, is well written and informative. His writing style is conversational and
often funny. This man literally wrote the book on steam. My only criticism is that most of this
information is already in The Lost Art of Steam Heating, which is the superior book. If you’re a
trade nerd like me, its all good.  But if you’re only getting one steam book, get The Lost Art”

parzival, “lots of good background to help with learning. Enjoyed the background and history that
goes with the author's explanations of steam systems. I don't work in the industry, but have a
one-pipe system at home and have found this book very informative; for example, learning what
do HVAC people mean by the terms "balanced" system, proper air venting, pressuretrol [sic],
and a step-by-step needs assessment (sizing).Wish there were more diagrams (i.e., picture
illustrations) of one-pipe and two-pipe systems, and pressuretroller's operations .”

Walter Lafty, “Great read. Great read. I've read it twice already. I inherited an ancient Steam
System at work and wanted a basic understanding of how our system operated so I could
troubleshoot and communicate better with our Boiler service contractors. This book helped me
not only have a basic understanding of how a steam system works but helped me understand
how to look for issues, correct some of them "in house" which saves on my buildings operating
costs while keeping an eye on how to lower our fuel costs. Highly recommended for guys and
gals who like taking matters into their own hands. Plenty of charts.”

Robert J., “I had a new steam boiler installed and was having .... I had a new steam boiler
installed and was having some issues with it from the start, even though the piping and radiators
were the same from the last boiler. I decided to read up on steam systems to learn about how
they function. This book was very helpful, and I gained a lot of knowledge that I never knew
about steam systems. It helped my diagnose the reasons for the problems I was having and I
was able to correct the problems I was having.”

knute, “Great Steam Boiler education.... Just installed a new UTICA boiler to replace a 30 year
old Burnham. This book was a godsend in enhancing my steam boiler education. The pipes are
over 80 years old, so hammering was expected and we did get it good. After several days of
skimming and mud leg cleaning, the hammering went away. Runs fine now. Great heat. The
book gave me the guidance I needed to solve my problems and, provide remedial maintenance
in the future.. The author has a few other manuals that are worth a look also.”

Adam S., “excellent. probably the best one of dan's books ive read. its not a reference book like
lost art, companion, or EDR. this is actually a book to read from cover to cover. tons of good
stuff to learn.  definitely recommend”



789, “Must read for owners of steam heat. Great book for any homeowner with a steam heating
system. Contains tons of useful advice for getting the most out of your steam heating in terms of
cost and performance. I used this book as a guide during a home remodeling to fine tune an
existing steam heating system in lieu of a much more costly conversion.”

Whisper, “A valuable help for those nursing an old steam system.. Lots of good technical info in
this well written book onlow pressure steam heating systems. It will help me explain the value
and advantages as well as the needFor proper maintenance of the system in our old Church.”

jack martin, “Excellent book. Information that is only available from someone who genuinely
cares for this technology .I do not think it is too extreme to say ,if you love something ,no amount
of knowledge is ever enough. You have to know more and more .A pedestrian term for this is
called passion and you will never really be the best you can be without it.”

The book by Dan Holohan has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 65 people have provided feedback.
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